Bosonic string tree graphs

Fields

(1) Regge theory (XIA1; see also VIIA2 on $\Gamma$’s)
(2) Trees in quantum mechanics (1st 1/2 of VIIIIC5)
(3) Open string trees (XIB6; see also VIIA2 on $B$’s)
(4) Closed = open $\otimes$ open (beginning of XIC5)
(5) Closed trees (XIB6 again)
(6) Amplitude properties (still XIB6)
(7) Ghosts (XIB7)
(8) String types, internal symmetry (XIA4)
(9) Worldsheet lattice (XIA7; see also VC8)
(10) T-duality (XIA5)
Vertex operators

(11) Triality (XIB5)
   “Vertex operator” notes on course web page

(12) Vector vertex operators

(13) Zero-modes

(14) RNS vector vertex operators

(15) Ramond spinor vertex operators